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Welcome
Please welcome AutoMark Collision Center to the
group of advertisers supporting our Club. A number of
Club members have utilized its services with outstanding results – including some highly technical modifications performed for yours truly. The group’s focus is
not solely directed on sports cars and exotics, having
performed countless repairs on daily drivers in addition to the more noteworthy projects.

A Few Quarts Low
By Jim Christopher, Gentleman Farmer & RSR President

H

oliday Party –
	
  
Somehow the
word “holiday” doesn’t
seem appropriate for a
February event…. The
RSR Holiday Party at the
Historic Holly Hotel was
great fun – great food,
company and comedy!
Five PCA regions were
represented: the three
local groups, MSR, RSR,
SEM accounting for the
majority of the revelers.
The “technical winner” for the farthest region represented
went to Kevin Kral, of Downers Grove, IL, an engineering
student at Kettering University in Flint, from the Chicagoland
Region. Second place went to Ron Carr, of Johnstown, OH
from the Mid-Ohio region – BTW, Ron is also our Zone 4 PCA
representative. All told 54 people made the event.
The Kings Speech The first Club Meeting of the new year was held February
1st at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth. Of note, longtime club member Owen Balduf stepped down from his position as Board
Member. Ken Knight was nominated as Owen’s replacement
and endorsed by the Board. Ken has been a regular participant at both Club meetings offering insightful contributions
and makes it a point to participate, as possible, in the social
events – he is a very good addition to our Board. Thanks “O”
for years of contribution to the Club – your enthusiasm will be
missed.
Drivers’ Education
Our Drivers’ Education schedule for 2011 is now finalized
as follows:
- Tuesday; May 24th – Waterford Hills
- Saturday/Sunday; June 25th and 26th – Grattan Raceway
Park
- Tuesday; July 26 – Waterford Hills
- Tuesday; August 23 – Waterford Hills
- Tuesday; September27 – Waterford Hills
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A Real Feel Good Story
While planning a trip to SE Asia, Elliot and Wendy
Wagenheim were asked and agreed to do some community service which turned out to be a “clean water”
project. The site of the project was a village, located in
Cambodia, in desperate need – no toilets and reliance
on horribly polluted river water for drinking, cooking
and bathing.
The W’s assumed they would be working at the
site…digging and assisting…. However, when they
arrived at the village, a group of men, women and
children came running full of excitement, huge smiles
and hugs – leaving them a bit confused. According to
Wendy, “we were actually there for the grand opening
of the well we donated.”
She further commented, “the need for the community service wasn’t for just a few hours of our time….
We don’t actually know the cost of the well since it
was somehow built into the trip...whatever the cost, it
was worth every penny to know that we had changed
their lives for more than just a few hours.” Cool stuff!
Road Trip
I received an email from one of our members
noting a great museum list for car buffs – I’ve edited
the list to show the ones close enough for a day road
trip from Ann Arbor. The list appears on page 7 of this
issue.
Jim

Editor’s Note:
With this issue of the Bahn Stormer you will
notice some changes in format and layout.
Thanks to Sebastian Gaeta for the suggested
improvements. In view of my limited grasp of
the artistic, Sebastian’s sense of style has been
a real help.

RSR Calender of Events
March 1 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

July 26 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford
Hills

April 5 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM at
Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

August 2 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM
at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

April 16 (Saturday): Rally Sport, Southeast Michigan,
Rally Sport, and Motor-Stadt regions’ Annual Swap
Meet at Porsche of Farmington Hills

August 23 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford Hills

May 3 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM at
Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor
May 24 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -- Waterford
Hills
June 7 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM at
Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth
June 25-26 (Saturday-Sunday): RSR Drivers’ Education
-- Grattan Raceway
July 12 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00 PM
at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor

September 13 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -7:00 PM at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor
September 27 (Tuesday): RSR Drivers’ Education -Waterford Hills
October 4 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00
PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth
November 1 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00
PM at Carlyle’s in Ann Arbor
December 6 (Tuesday): RSR Board/Club Meeting -- 7:00
PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth

Surrounding Area Events
April 15 -16 (Fri.-Sat.): Ohio Valley Region Drivers’ Education at Mid-Ohio
April 30 - May 1 (Sat.-Sun.): Northern Ohio Region Drivers’
Education at Mid-Ohio
May 13-15 (Fri.-Sun.): Allegheny Region Drivers’ Education
at Watkins Glen.
May 13-15 (Fri.-Sun.): Mid-Ohio Region Drivers’ Education
at Mid-Ohio Sports Car Course (see ad on Page 7)
June 11 (Saturday): Northern-Ohio Region Swap meet at
Stoddard’s Imported Cars (see the Region’s website for
details)
June 17-19 (Fri.-Sun.): Central Indiana Region 50th
Anniversary Celebration

June 18 (Saturday): Western Michigan Region’s Spring-Up
to Traverse (City). For details go to http://wmi.pca.org/
default.htm
June 25-26 (Sat.-Sun.): Porsche will be the featured
marque at the Vintage Grand Prix Mid-Ohio. For details
go to http://www.midohio.com/
July 23: (Saturday): Allegheny Region 50th Anniversary
Celebration at Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix at Schenley
Park in Pittsburgh. For details go to http://www.pvgp.org/
pvgp/site/default.asp
July 30-31 (Sat.-Sun.): Porsche to Oxford in Oxford, OH
July 31 - August 6 : Annual Porsche Parade in Savannah,
GA. For details go to http://parade2011.pca.org/
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Now Located At:
ArborMotion
669 State Circle
Ann Arbor, MI 48108
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Nearby Car-Buff Museums
From “A Few Quarts Low” on page 4

Stahl’s Classic Car Collection
Ypsilanti Automotive Heritage Museum
The Henry Ford Museum
Walter P. Chrysler Museum
America’s Packard Museum
Gilmore Car Museum
Hostetler’s Hudson Museum
GM Heritage Center
Michigan Firehouse Museum

www.stahlsauto.com
www.ypsiautoheritage.org
www.thehenryford.org wpchryslermuseum.org www.americaspackardmuseum.org
www.GilmoreCarMuseum.org
www.hostetlershudsons.com
www.gmheritagecenter.com
www.michiganfirehousemuseum.org

St. Clair Shores, MI
Ypsilanti, MI
Dearborn, MI
Auburn Hills, MI
Dayton, OH
Hickory Corners, MI
Shipshewana, IN
Sterling Heights, MI
Ypsilanti, MI

Mid-Ohio Region PCA Proudly Presents

SPRING AT THE CAROUSEL – 2011

Spring at the Carousel – PCA Club Races at the famous Mid-Ohio Sports Car
Course. Hosted by Mid-Ohio Region PCA. May 13-15. Featuring Sprint races and
Enduros. Driver’s Education Session available. See Mid-Ohio region website at
www.morpca.org for details.
On-line Registration will open March 28th at 9:00 pm CST:
http://register.pca.org
Event Chair: Ken Bigham, (419) 953-8667, uproar@adephia.net
Registrar: Ginny Barry, (614) 850-9107, MidOhioClubRace@columbus.rr.com

See you at SPRING AT THE CAROUSEL!
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Your Porsche has given you its best.
Now it’s time to return the favor.

Premier Porsche technician David Laing. Only at Grand Sport in Southfield.
David Laing loves Porsches like you do – and knows them
like no one else. Whether you seek performance upgrades,
repairs, or routine maintenance, David will provide your
Porsche with unmatched service and care at our state-

of-the-art Grand Sport facility in Southfield. So stop by
today for a free tour of Grand Sport and see why so many
owners of new and vintage Porsches trust only David
Laing with the care of their vehicle.

Selling and Servicing Porsche Automobiles
Grand Sport, LLC 21620 Melrose Avenue Southfield, MI 48075 Phone 248.304.9091 • Fax 248.304.9092
www.grandsport-michigan.com
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Membership Page
Current Membership 219
New Members
Doug Wathen & Amanda Kachur
Whittaker, MI
2007 Blue Cayman S

Jerry & Pam Zimmerlee
Howell, MI
1993 Black 911 RS America

Member Anniversaries
Gary Migut.................................38
Alan Vayda.................................23
Gary Stellmach...........................22
Sebastian Gaeta.........................17
Jack Dunlap................................16
Thomas Elsner............................16
Michael Jahs...............................13
Ernesto Roedenbeck .................13
James Lang.................................12
Lori Leach...................................12

Charles Price..............................12
John Adamo................................ 9
William Mainwaring.................... 7
Arnie Spieker............................... 7
Jack Phillips................................. 6
Daniel Lord.................................. 4
Gary Egbert................................. 3
David Kelter................................. 1
Sharon Wheatley........................ 1

The Rally Sport Region - Porsche Club of America
Membership Information: Those interested in joining Porsche Club of America (PCA) can fill out the application form
located in the forms section of our website -- http://rsp.pca.org. Cost is $46 US per year. You will receive a subscription to
both Panorama, the official PCA magazine, and the The Bahn Stormer .
Send the application and a check (or Visa/MC), payable to Porsche Club of America, to the membership chairperson,
Glenn Trapp, for processing. If you have questions or need additional information please contact Glenn (810-227-7854 or
gtrapper@gmail.com).
Subscription to The Bahn Stormer is free to RSR* members. Non-members pay an annual fee of $18 US.
Address Changes: If you change your address, please forward your new address to Porsche Club of America’s Executive
Director:
Vu Nguyen
PO Box 1347
Springfield, VA 22151
Please also forward your new address to the RSR* Membership Chairperson, Glenn Trapp, at gtrapper@gmail.com
This will ensure the timely delivery of both the Panorama and The Bahn Stormer.
* Please take note: Rally Sport Region’s official acronym from PCA national is RSP. Please make special
note of this when dealing with PCA national.
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Evolution of the Porsche 356,
a Spotter’s Guide -- Part 3
Story by RSR Member Sebastian Gaeta
Photos by Freddy Rabbat and Ron Hetherington

“I couldn’t find the sports car of my
dreams, so I built it myself.”-Ferry
Porsche.
Kinda makes you feel all warm and fuzzy,
doesn’t it? These words greet you at the display of
Porsche 356-001 in Stuttgart, incorrectly known as
the “first car to bear the Porsche name”.
Yes, Ferry did say these words, but it was a
carefully scripted line in a short film/long commercial
produced in the mid-90’s. Let’s discuss what really
happened.
Granted, we are going backwards here as the
first two articles in the series dealt with the Austrianbuilt prototypes and the first two years of production
at Stuttgart. This time it is a “prequel”, going back
in time before the firm decided to become an auto
manufacturer.
In 1931, Ferdinand Porsche opened his own design and engineering office in Stuttgart, Dr. Ing. h. c. F.
Porsche GmbH. The professor was hell bent on making it on his own after years of working for others. His
engineering prowess and designs were unmatched,
especially his ability to maximize results with whatever he was given to work with. Ferdinand did not
always play nice with his bosses, to say the least, and
after stints as technical director with Lohner (first design was the “Mixte-Drive gas/electric drive “hybrid”
car), Austro-Daimler, Daimler-Moteren/Daimler-Benz
(SS & SSK) and finally, with Auto Union where he designed the monstrous 16 cylinder Grand Prix cars that
terrorized the European circuits for years, Ferdinand
decided it was time to do it himself. His only son,
Ferry, was one of his first employees along with Erwin
Komenda and Karl Rabe. These four people were directly responsible for the creation of the KdF Wagen
(VW Beetle) and the Porsche 356 (and two of the four
the 911), but little did they know at that point.
Not wanting to look as if they had no experi10

ence, they named their first design job Type number
7, a prototype vehicle design for the German company Wanderer. The firm took on jobs large and small
for almost any manufacturer, from entire vehicles, to
engines, to things as mundane as a limited slip differential (type 93 for Daimler-Benz in 1939).
The story of winning the KdF contract (VW
Beetle) could fill volumes, so we will quickly pass
over this huge part of their history only to make a
point. When the war started and all of their efforts
were (mis)used by the Third Reich to build military
vehicles, the Porsche firm did what it had to do to
survive, and we will leave it at that.
Fast forward to 1947 when the firm was headquartered in Gmund, Austria and they were doing
anything they could to stay afloat. Repair and design
of farm equipment along with maintaining Kubelwagens and some remaining military-use KdF’s was not
a long term solution.
Porsche received the contract from Piero Dusio
to design a GP car named the “Cisiatlia”, an engineering marvel that had a mid-mounted 1.5 liter supercharged flat 12 cylinder engine and provisions for
all-wheel drive. This allowed three things: it got the
professor out of jail (long story), provided funding
for independent projects, and also gave Ferry the
impetus to build his own car. Part of the requirement

for the design contract of the Cisitalia was to use as
many components out of the Fiat parts bin as possible. The Porsche firm was able to learn how to accomplish this on someone else’s dime, and it became
clear that since no one knew the VW platform better
than the Porsche firm, then they could engineer the
best vehicle using their own designs.
Here is where history gets a little fuzzy with the
Porsche PR department. It would be great to think
that Ferry stood outside of his office, looking at the
horizon at sunset and uttered the words quoted at
the beginning of this story. However, it actually went
something like this: “What if we designed a sporty
car based on the VW platform? We could pitch the
idea to the revived Volkswagen Werke as a second
VW vehicle. If we show them what can be done using
all VW components, then we can strike a royalty deal
with them to fund our future projects.”
Rabe quickly engineered the tube-frame and
placed the engine amidships, like all of Porsche
previous race cars. Komenda penned the one of a
kind roadster body that would be hand formed using
aluminum. The design, Type number 356, was clearly
labeled as a “VW Two-Seater Sports Car” in its drawings, thus it was conceived as a VW.
So here is where we start picking the nits, as
it were. VW boss Heinz Nordhoff, while very close
with the Porsche’s, did not feel it was the right time
to introduce a second car as they were dealing with
their own fragile existence in Wolfsburg. Licking their
wounds, the Porsche contingent returned to Austria
to decide what to do next. The decision was to forge
ahead and build this car as a Porsche to show the
world what this little firm could do. It was later decid-

ed, before the first car was even completed, that they
would build a small series of cars as prototypes to
see if it was a viable venture. These vehicles, known
as 356/2, had to be completely redesigned so that
the Porsche firm could build the cars themselves.
356-001 could only be mass produced in a factory
with the capabilities of the Volkswagen Werke.
The body would be a closed, two door coupe
with a boxed frame unibody. The engine was placed
behind the rear wheels for several reasons, not the
least of which was that servicing a mid engined
coupe would be nearly impossible. The rest of the
story from Austria can be picked up in the December
2010 issue of the Bahn Stormer, but that does not
complete our story here.
So, the first car ever designed as a Porsche was
the 356-001? Nope, as we just learned, that honor
goes to the Gmund built 356/2. So, 356-001 was the
fist car to bear the PORSCHE name since it was completed befor ethe first 356/s? Nope. That would be
the1939 Berlin-Rome-Berlin Type 64. We will discuss
those cars another time, but let’s finish this story.
After building the 356-001 and beginning production of the first 356/2 cars, Porsche needed funding so bad that they actually sold 356-001 to a Swiss
customer. The car suffered unspeakable indignities
at the hands of several careless owners before being
bought back by Porsche in the late 50s. While 356001 has been “restored” several times, it is still is not
quite the same as it was when first built, but the little
car soldiers on. After learning all of its actual history,
my fondness for the car never waned, but I now take
most things released by PR departments with just a
touch of skepticism.
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Dubai Tire Testing
Story and photos by RSR Track Chairperson Christian
Maloof (as originally appeared in PorschePurist.com)

A

bout a month ago Michelin called and offered
PorschePurist a trip to Dubai to test their new Ultra
Performance tire; the Michelin Pilot Super Sport. Knowing
of Michelin’s long standing partnership with Porsche, and
that this tire is likely be a future original equipment fitment on some of its top end models, we eagerly accepted.
Prior to the event the French tire company was tight
lipped and details were few and far between. All we knew
was that Michelin would take care of all our travel and
accommodations so we could focus on testing these new
tires on vehicles we know well; the Porsche 997 Carrera S,
4S and Turbo. An even bigger tease was the chance to play
with some ultra rare exotics. We were not disappointed.

The chance to see Dubai, test a new tire and play
with fast and exotic sports cars (especially at Michelin’s
expense) was too great an opportunity to ignore. Leaving
Michigan early evening, I arrive in the United Arab Emirates a short 15 hours later along with representatives from
a select group of Porsche and automotive media outlets.
Besides the obvious, part of what makes this trip unique is
the eclectic group of automotive press, car club representatives, bloggers and professional drivers gathered
together by Michelin.
Getting Introduced to the Autodrome and the Michelin
Pilot Super Sport
My first taste of both the track, and the tire I flew
thousands of miles to try, comes via a Porsche 997 Twin
Turbo with ceramic composite brakes and the fancy pants
center lock wheels. I jump right in with Michelin test
driver, and Porsche expert, Daniel Golebiewski. As we pull
out onto the track our discussion revolves around the
12

design goals of Michelin to maximize initial turn-in grip and
high speed stability. After an exploratory lap we increase
the pace, intentionally going too hot into corners to induce
a slight understeer. Despite certain forum entries to the
contrary, there is a need, and a desire, for slight understeer.
You see, in order to truly maximize corning speed a capable
driver needs to have confidence that the vehicle will not
rotate too early in the corner, allowing the fastest speed
possible on track out. However, like many other things in life,
too much of anyone thing is bad. For that reason excessive
understeer forces slower turn-in speeds.
The 997 Turbo is a great platform to demonstrate tire
and car working in conjunction. Balance and grip are evident
no matter how harsh the inputs. For example, even while
abruptly lifting off the throttle in a corner the Porsche still
tracks its line where you might otherwise expect the rear-

end to break loose. That’s not to say you can’t force the matter. In one of the more extreme corners at the Autodrome,
a slightly uphill, left hand, bowl-like sweeper, you can break
the rear-end loose with ease by simply goosing the throttle
(tapping deep into the 500 available horses) while applying
a slight counter-steer in order to hold a fast, controlled slide
through the corner.
High Speed Slalom
The main straight of this FIA circuit makes for a great
high speed slalom course. At a somewhat absurd 145 mph,
the Turbo is completely balanced and behaved while weaving side to side from outer edge to outer edge! How can
a 3500lb car be this stable at this speed? It’s not just the
superb balance of the Porsche. The tires play a crucial role.
That’s not to say that the Porsche Turbo’s 3.8L powerhouse,
and its larger than life 380 mm carbon fiber brakes, aren’t
able to overwhelm the new Michelin a bit on high speed
entry, enticing the ABS to get a workout, but this could easily
be avoided with a smoother transfer to the brake pedal.
Wet Skid Pad
One of the main goals for Michelin with the Super

Sport is to improve wet grip over previous models. In the
North American market most consumers are generally
more concerned with dry grip. Conversely, the European
market pays particular attention to wet performance. Our
next test pits nearly identical Audi TTs against each other.
One is shod with the new Pilot Super Sport and the other
with Continental ContiSportContact 5 Ps.

I drive the two Audis back to back, on the same wet
circuit, with dramatically different results. The Super Sport
is actually somewhat boring compared to the Continental.
This, in case you’re wondering, is a good thing. The Super
Sport is particularly confident in the wet. As I transfer from
the primarily wet skid pad to another with small intermittent dry patches there is little drama and I’m able to stay
very tight to the inner radius. Simple throttle control allows
for a gentle increase or decrease in my radius. Performing
the same exercise on the Continental results in much more
flair. The slip angles are much bigger and the transition
from grip to slip is much more abrupt. The Continental
feels a little vague and is harder to keep the Audi on a
consistent line in the wet as compared to the new Michelin. The Continental’s subtle lack of grip may be more
impressive to on-lookers but the Michelin clearly has the
advantage in this test.

Wet and dry braking
Cornering speeds and stability are great but nothing without the ability to stop in a controlled manner.

Michelin’s Pilot Sport 2 already has very good dry braking,
the idea that the Super Sport improved upon this by a full
three meters (56 mph or 90kph to 0 tested on Michelin’s
test track) is astounding.
Our weapons of choice for this test are identical E92
V8 BMW M3s. To ensure accuracy the cars are outfitted
with Performance Box data acquisition systems to measure
braking distances and confirm entry speed. I set the BMWs
cruise control to maintain 90kph (about 55 mph) and
complete a series of both wet and dry runs to measure distance relative to the Pirelli P Zero tire. While dry, both tires
manage neck jerking, grocery tossing stops. If not for the

Performance box the only difference I could point out is the
activity of the ABS. The Pirelli tire is definitely more active
under hard braking and thus the ABS works much harder.
Surprisingly I’m able to stop 2.2-2.3 meters shorter on the
Michelin Pilot Super Sports.
Given my experience in dry conditions I expect
similar results while wet. Judging from pedal feel, braking
distances seem consistent with my dry results. However,
despite the car being very active under braking I’m able to
break 1.1 meters shorter on the Pirelli in the wet. Huh? I’m
still a bit perplexed by this and would like to explore this
further, but as my physicist friend says “you have to trust
the data.” Later in the day my confusion lifts slightly after
reading the TUV testing results. This comprehensive test,
with over 600 sets of tires, concludes that the Pilot Super
Sport out performs all its competitors in the wet with the
single exception of the Pirelli P Zero.
Dry Handling
Perhaps the most conclusive test comes courtesy of
almost identical Porsche 997 Carrera S models. Like the
Audis and BMWs before, the only difference between the
two are the tires. One wears Pilot Super Sports and the
other Bridgestone Potenza S001. I have a good deal of
respect for the Bridgestone Potenza tires. I like their RE040
and RE11 models and my understanding is the S001 is their
new top-end ultra performance tire. Once I feel comfort-

(Continued on Page 16)
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We offer an excellent selection of cars for immediate delivery...
or place your order.
We can also help you find the new (or used ) Porsche of your dreams.
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Howard Cooper
IMPORT

Howard Cooper Porsche
Come visit our brand new
Porsche building.

CENTER

2575 South State Street, Ann Arbor, MI 48104
Take I-94 to State Street exit #177. Go North 1/2
mile...Howard Cooper is on the right.

Porsche Sales 734.761.3200
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(Dubai Tires --from Page 13)

able with the circuit layout, I really push both tires to the
limit. Both are great performers and a tribute to how far
street tires have come.

face of the tire. All this tire “technology” allows Michelin to
maximize the dynamic contact patch and maintain more of
the tire flat on the pavement.
Additionally, Michelin incorporates a “Bi-compound”
design that combines two different rubber compounds
between the right and left hand side of the tread. The
outer side, where all of the cornering forces come from,
has a black-reinforced elastomer. Michelin says they have
drawn from their 19 LeMans victories (13 consecutive) to
develop a tire with phenomenal grip and endurance. On
the inner edge these “provide exceptional wet grip to mold
themselves to the slightest irregularities in the road surface
and break the film of water.”

Unfortunately, no matter how nicely I ask, I’m forced
to leave the PSM engaged while the Porsches are in Sport
Plus mode (in other words, a mild version of traction
control is riding shotgun). Even still, I’m able to push the
Michelin Pilot Super Sport right to the limit and maintain
very high corner entry speeds. Floating the car into a tricky,
decreasing radius corner I still have good balance and midcorner grip. Trying the same moves in the Porsche with the
Potenza S001 and the PSM noticeably engages mid-corner
and reduces my accuracy as compared to the Michelin.
Lastly, the Bridgestones seem to “hunt” in the hard brake
zones whereas the Michelin feels more planted under braking. In my opinion, the Pilot Super Sport feels more like the
Pilot Sport Cup on the dry handling course. I think there are
a couple of reasons why.
Tire Construction
Michelin’s best kept secret (up to now) is their use of
a para-aramid synthetic fiber that previously was seen only
in aerospace, military and body armor applications. This
material, known as “Twaron,” is woven into the construction of the Super Sport. The number of weaves, their shape
and tension help to control the shape of the tire under
load. This results in a reduced outer shoulder temperature
and the ability to transfer that heat more evenly across the
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Final thoughts on the Michelin Pilot Super Sport
At the end of the final day I spend a good deal of time in
a 997 S on a “free drive”. For once there are no choreographed tests, no comparisons with selected tires, just
open track time with a car I know very well. I drive track
cars and race cars on DOT R compound tires and full racing
slicks. In comparison a street car with street tires should
seem a bore, but it’s quite the contrary. The Porsche is
stable and predictable with excellent initial turn-in and mid
corner grip. I’m able to get to power early and maintain it
through track out. Prior to this trip I thought a street tire
with a 300 tire wear rating, the ability to handle in the wet
and this kind of feel and grip an impossibility, yet here it is
in the form of the new Michelin Pilot Super Sport.
Michelin set out to develop a tire that has the dry grip of
a DOT legal R compound tire like the Pilot Sport Cup with
the wet performance of their Ultra High Performance Pilot
Sport 3. Given the results of the series of tests we performed (coupled with my open track time) their success
seems quite obvious. It is, however, only fair to mention
that the tests we engaged in were designed and controlled
by Michelin and are obviously meant to showcase the
strengths of the Pilot Super Sport. Regardless, I came away
from my middle-east trip tired, jet-lagged and extremely
impressed. I look forward to putting these new Michelins
to the test under my own circumstances and in real world
conditions.

Bahn Stormer Exclusive
GT3 - IH 5088 Combine
Comparison
Story and photos by RSR President, Jim Christopher

H

ave you ever recognized the passage of time increases
exponentially as you get older? Man -- I’ve been seeing that for a few years now and as a result have certainly
decided to take advantage of the moment when it avails…
or when I can manipulate a situation for some fun….
Accordingly, I leveraged my position as RSR President to
hitch a ride on a combine.
Why a combine? Well, the odds on me being able
to flog a fighter jet, a Carrera GT or similar truly exotic
car are nil…. But a combine…now that represents the
consummate example of all American manliness…you just
can’t visualize some limp-wristed, tech-weenie, Italian suit
wearing metro harvesting a field of corn, can you? Yep, the
uniform for this man’s ride is jeans, work boots and a plaid
shirt.
A number of years ago on a Sunday drive in our 914,
Liz and I stumbled across a farm equipment company located in Lennon, MI. No one was around so I did the right
thing and tested the theory that our 914 could, indeed,
comfortably clear the underside of one the larger farm
tractors parked outside – and, despite protest from the
shotgun side of the car, it did with ease. So the affinity for
farm equipment was reignited….
Last fall I returned to have a visit with the great folks
at Alderman’s in Lennon, Michigan. They were all in with
my idea of comparing a GT3 to an International Harvester
combine – in this case a Case IH 5088. To say the entire
experience has simply been totally off the wall and atypical
is huge understatement!
When I first called to explain my case – they actually
took me seriously as if this was some everyday request.
I was directed to the voice mail of Tim Alderman whose
grandfather started the business some time ago. Tim
returned the call indicating he was busy but said…and I
quote, “I’ll reach out to you tomorrow, just give me your
number….” Who is God’s name uses the expression
“reach out” in the context of farm equipment…and, voice
mail…at a farm equipment company – was I wrong about
the whole metro thing?
The following week Tim and Brad Cesal met me
at their shop and treated me like royalty. Brad is one of

Alderman’s sales team as well as a gentleman farmer, like
me. He spent over an hour with me reviewing the 5088.
BTW, the IH 5088 is on the smaller end of the IH combines.
In addition to reviewing all of the bells and whistles and dismemberment protection – not kidding – Brad had to make
certain that I understood the subtleties of farming as well.
So I learned the really important stuff…like the optimal rowcenter dimension for planting corn. It parrots that of the
tines on the harvester head,you know. I also learned why
the newer combines have GPS, stereo radio, two-way radio
and air conditioning. BTW, did I mention an IH 5088 starts
at $249K without attachments? The harvesting head alone
is another $40K. That’s $100K more than the cost of a fully
equipped GT3!
Tim and Brad spent about three hours with me and
while I was getting my introduction, I parked our screaming
yellow GT3 in between two bright red tractors that simply
dwarfed the car. Just before leaving for the day, Tim told
us one person stopped in and two others called wanting to
know if they took the car in on trade – don’t you just love it!
More next month!
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C a rlyle
Bar & Grill

Contemporary American Cuisine
3660 Jackson Road, Ann Arbor • 734.213. 9800
(In front of Quality 16 Movie Theatre )

◆

FEATURING CLASSIC & CREATIVE DISHES
FROM THE MEDITERRANEAN
2900 S. State Street, Ann Arbor (Located in the Concord Center)
734.332.9700 • www.mediterrano.com

◆

La Piazza
’

BY

Two beautifully appointed private rooms perfect for business meetings,
weddings & rehearsal dinners, engagement celebrations, graduations,
bar mitzvahs, baptismals, birthday parties & other events.
For booking your occasion, call 734.332.9700
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Ramblings From a Life With Cars
By SEM-PCA Member Tom Fielitz

Virtual Car Collector

I

’ve been a car collector since I was a small lad. When
you are little the cars you collect are little, such as Hot
Wheels. As you get older the car collections get bigger,
and maybe more complex such as slot cars and model cars.
When you get to collecting the real thing you might dream
big but have to settle for what you can afford. As you
mature you make choices about your car collection. Some
of us are able to indulge our car collection urges with a real
car collection. One dream car just doesn’t seem to satisfy.
How big the collection can be can depend on many factors,
often storage space comes into play.
I have been very fortunate in my car collecting. I’ve
owned two or three Porsches at a time for decades. That is
small change compared to many of my friends who own car
collections so big that they struggle to recall all of them, or
even where they all are stored.
Ken Lingenfelter has an imposing collection of cars located in three large buildings in Brighton, Michigan. Open
only to select groups, The Lingenfelter Collection houses an
all encompassing selection of performance and exotic cars.
Ken’s father was a General Motors executive who
nurtured in his son a passion for high performance cars.
Ken funded his collection with his success in the real estate
settlement industry. His first performance car was a Corvette in 1977 and the collection never stopped growing. In
2008 he purchased Lingenfelter Performance Engineering,
a company founded by his cousin John and famous for their
super modified Corvettes.
The first of the collection buildings houses nine Ferraris from the 288 GTO to the latest 599 GTO along with
Lamborghini, Maserati, Alfa Romeo, Mercedes SLR, Rolls,
Bently, Porsche, Saleen, Vector and of course Bugatti.
Chances are if you ever drooled over the pages of an R&T
or C&D super car article, you could drool over the real thing
in Ken’s Collection.
The middle building houses the real passion of his
collection, every desirable Corvette from 1953 to present. Some fifty Corvettes covered all aspects from big
blocks, fuelies, prototypes, styling cars, and commemoratives. Specialty cars included Lingenfelter specials but also
Guildstrand, Greenwood, Pratt Miller and several versions
of Calloway.
The third building is home to the really rare muscle
cars that cross the auction blocks for astronomical prices.
Names like GNX, COPO, Yenko, Hemi, Shelby, GTO and GT

were there in every variation surrounding an awesome
funny car dragster.
Unlike most collections, the cars in this collection
are licensed and ready to drive. Trickle chargers assured
no flat batteries and they are maintained and ready to be
exercised. The next time you glance over your collection
of model cars, imagine yourself as Ken with the enviable
problem of choosing which dream car he wants to drive
that day.
But do I envy Ken? Of course I do! It doesn’t help
much that Ken is a genuinely nice guy and very modest
about his success and life style. I would not embarrass
myself by explaining it to Ken, but I have my own “Collection” and it rivals his enough to satisfy me. Mine is a virtual
car collection, a garage of cars in my Gran Tourismo 5 (GT5)
driving simulation game.
Poor Ken would have a hard time finding a place to
really enjoy driving any of the cars in his collection. Short
of hauling his car to the Eaton test track, he would be really
hampered to stretch the legs of his cars on public roads.
Most of Ken’s cars can top 100 (the magic ton) in two shifts
and under ten seconds. But speed always carries a price.
Crashes at speed can have catastrophic, even life changing
consequences. The alternative of driving around a super
car like it is the family Prius can’t be very satisfying.
I may not have the extensive Ferrari collection that
Ken owns but in my GT5 garage I have a F40, 512BB, 430,
599 and one he doesn’t have, an F1 race car. Even when
the roads are ice covered and slick, I can fire up my game
and drive an F1 on some famous race tracks and even in
some major cities like London, Paris or Rome. After hearing
about Ken’s recent acquisition of the Ferrari 599 GTO (a
cool $500,000 worth) I hopped in my GT5 version of 599
and took it for several hot races, crashing a few times. Even
Ken would cringe over crashing a 599.
There is some satisfaction in driving cars in my virtual
car collection but it will never replace the sensations from
the real thing.
Tom Fielitz
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Last Chance:

Don't let free flatbed towing get away!
Call for details.
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One special, discount, or freebie per order per visit. Call for details.
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In the Zone
By Ron Carr
PCA Zone 4 Representative

L

ast year at the Summer PCA Board of Directors Meeting,
members approved a proposal to purchase a building
to be used as the National Headquarters for your Club. In
November, the Executive Council completed this purchase,
and the remodeling of the space is in full swing. Due to the
attractive real estate market, this purchase was made for
considerably less than the amount authorized by the Board.
Our Executive Director, Vu Nguyen, is acting as our “construction manager,” and saving us additional dollars in the
process. The space is 4000 square feet, comprised of two
suites in a multi-occupancy flex-building, located in a Baltimore suburb. The move-in date is scheduled for the end of
February, with an open house being planned for September. This is an exciting time for all of us in PCA, to have a
place for the Club to call home!! The new addresses for the
Club are as follows: Porsche Club of America, P.O Box 6400,
Columbia, MD 21045, or Porsche Club of America, 9689
Gerwig Lane, Unit 4C/D, Columbia, MD 21046.

•

Western Michigan is hosting their annual Spring-Up to
Traverse (City) drive on June 18th. For details see their
website at http://wmi.pca.org/default.htm.

•

The Central Indiana Region will be celebrating their
50th Anniversary on June 17, 18, & 19 in Indianapolis,
IN. See the following website for details: http://cirpca.
org/EventCalendar/tabid/885/ctl/Details/Mid/2203/
ItemID/597/Default.aspx.

•

The Allegheny Region will celebrate their 50th Anniversary on July 23rd at the Pittsburgh Vintage Grand Prix
at Schenley Park in Pittsburgh, PA. Porsche will be the
featured Marque, and the region is hoping to attract
1000 cars to the weekend event. Information will be
forthcoming on the Allegheny Region website or at
http://www.pvgp.org/pvgp/site/default.asp.

•

Ohio Valley Region celebrates their 50th Anniversary on
October 29th & 30th in Cincinnati, OH with a banquet
at the Porsches of the Village dealership. See the website for details.

•

The annual Porsche Parade will be held in Savannah,
GA from July 31th to August 6th. See the PCA Website
for details at http://parade2011.pca.org/ . Registration
opens on March 8th.

•

The P2O multi-region event will again be in Oxford,
Ohio (near Cincinnati) on the July 30th weekend. Come
and be a part of a “Casual Porsche Party” that attracts
over 400 cars from the surrounding regions.

Now, for upcoming zone events to plan for in the spring
and summer:
•

•

•

The Central Indiana Region hosts a Breakfast followed
by a Tech Session on Saturday morning, March 12th in
Ft. Wayne, IN. See their website at http://cirpca.org/
Home.aspx for details.
Need Porsche Stuff? Have extra Porsche Stuff? On April
16th, join the Southeast Michigan, Rally Sport, and Motor-Stadt regions at their annual Swap Meet at Porsche
of Farmington Hills dealership in Farmington Hills, MI.
Follow this link for details: http://www.sempca.org/
clubevents/events_2011.html#03.
Didn’t find what you need at the Michigan Swap meet?
Then stop by at Stoddard’s Imported Cars in Willoughby, OH on Friday June 10th for the annual Toy/
Literature meet, followed on Saturday June 11th by the
Swap Meet, sponsored by the Northern Ohio Region.
See their website for details.

If you have any questions or comments, please contact
me at zone4rep@embarqmail.com. Hope to see you at an
event soon!
Ron
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Porsche Club of America

Rally Sport Region -- Board/Club Meeting Minutes
Tuesday, February 08, 2011

Jim Christopher called the meeting to order at 7:30 PM at Karl’s Cabin in Plymouth, MI. Board members present were:
Jim Christopher: President................................................ Present
Owen Balduf........................................................................ Absent
Dave Cooper....................................................................... Present
Jack Dunlap........................................................................ Present
Dave Finch........................................................................... Absent

Pat Jeski, Past President...................................................... Absent
Michael Kimber.................................................................. Present
Christian Maloof: Track Chairman...................................... Absent
Rick Mammel: Vice-President........................................... Present

Members & Visitor Present:
Liz Christopher – 1st Lady, Norah Cooper – Events Chair, Sebastian
Gaeta, Dave and Mary Ann Gingrich, Mary Ann Kantrow -- Secretary, Dan Kantrow, Kevin Kral, Tom Krueger – Track Registrar, James
Lang, Burghard Linn -- Treasurer, Lynda Mammel, Mike O’Rear -Editor, Kathy O’Rear and Jim Thornton.

Membership: Glenn Trapp was absent. He emailed Jim that the
membership count is at 219.

Kevin Kral made a presentation for the TracEye System to gain
feedback from members and guests.
Meeting Minutes: December minutes were reviewed. Motion: To
approve minutes. Passed.
Treasurer’s Report: Jim Christopher reviewed reports from
Burghard Linn: RSR Income-Expenses 2009 vs. 2010, December
and January Financial Reports and Advertiser Account Summary.
Motion: To approve reports. Passed.
REMINDER: The Treasurer’s Report is available to any RSR Club
member. E-Mail your request to Burghard Linn (burghard.linn@
gmail.com).
Insurance: Michael Kimber reported that he reviewed the PCA
National manual. No changes to insurance were made at the
national level.
Goody Store Report: Jim Christopher reported that PCA National
will have a site that will be available to clubs to advertise their
wares.
Advertising Report: Jim Christopher reported that AutoMart Collision Center would be a new advertiser.

Track Report: Christian Maloof was absent. No report.
Newsletter: Mike O’Rear reported that the newsletter deadline is
February 13th.
Web Site: Emmanuel Garcia was absent. No report.
Events Committee:
• The next big event is the Holiday party on February 12th.
• Dave Cooper reported that Ken Knight may work on a rally
event and Arnie Spieker may organize a bocce ball event.
• Sebastian suggested a Gymkhana event.
New Business:
• Michael Kimber distributed the updated Constitution and
By-Laws that incorporated the amendments approved at the
Annual General Meeting on December 7, 2010.
• Mary Ann Kantrow and Michael Kimber will design a better
process to obtain unanimous consents from the Board via email
or conference calls in between regularly scheduled Board meetings.
• Dave Cooper, Jim Dowty and Michael Kimber will design a process and identify various technology tools available for Board
members to participate and vote at Board meetings remotely.
• Owen Balduf is stepping down from the board. Jim Christopher
nominated Ken Knight. Motion: To approve Ken Knight to be a
member on the board. Passed
• Motion: To change the dates of the July and September board
meetings to the 12th and the 13th respectively. Passed
Meeting adjourned: 8:17 pm. Minutes taken by: Mary Ann Kantrow
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CLASSIFIED ADS
CARS FOR SALE
2002 Boxster S: 28,200 miles, guards red, black interior,
always garaged, 18 inch “turbo” rims, great conditions
inside and out, new tires, new oil change, etc. Asking price:
$19,500. Call Roland Heiberger, tel: (248) 760-9652 (12/10)
2000 Mazda Miata MX-5: White w/Tan Leather, 1.8L, 5spd,
All options including: Factory Ground effects package, ABS,
AC, Nardi Strg Wheel, 15” Alloys, Cruise, Pwr Windows,
Bose Stereo w/ CD, Pwr Locks and more. 30+ MPG on 87
octane! 143K miles. Yes, a lot of miles, However this is
a very well maintained, near Excellent Condition former
Texas car (stored winters in Michigan since 2004). I have all
maintenance records and everything works. No accidents
and trouble free. $6,700 Call Gary: 248-887-2524 (11/10)
1995 Porsche Carrera Coupe: Guards red, black interior.
Mint condition, 14,500 miles. All books and records. 17
inch alloy wheels, rim caps with Porsche crest. Never seen
rain. $40,000.00. Call 248-553-8225 or 248-496-5201.
(06/10)
1986 911: Turbo body, cabriolet: 52,000 miles, easy driving, owned since 1989 guards red, all records, maintained
by Wayne when he was at Laverys. Dennis Yashinsky 248931-1123 (04/10)
2007 997 GT3: 4,500 miles. WPOAC29977S792204.
White/black full leather, GPS, PCCB brakes ,sports chrono,
bi-xenon headlamps, roll
bar, GT3 seats, Schroth 6
point harnesses. $99,000.
Tom Green, 3404 Oak Park
Drive, Saline, MI 48176.
Work 734-429-5958. Cell
734-417-0030 (10/09)

PARTS FOR SALE
Tires: Michelin Pilot Sport Cups: (2) 235-35-19 & (2) 26530-19 $100; Hoosier R6: (2) 265-35-19 $50; Hoosier R6
(4) 205-50-15 $200 (one brand new); Contact Tom Krueger
313-570-2223 or thomasjkrueger@gmail.com (08/10)

198x Porsche Cab or Coupe Covercraft Noah custom car
cover: Standard body, no tail. Like new and used indoors
for winter storage only. No tears or holes or mods. Only
replaced because we added a spoiler to our 1986 this year.
$100. Jdesorme@umich.edu. 313-231-7639 (12/09)

OTHER ITEMS
STORAGE: It is not too early to think about storage this
summer or next fall/winter for your sports car. Located
just south of Ann Arbor and owned by a longtime PCA and
now RSR member, the garage is clean, dry, safe and secure.
Only enthusiasts cars are stored and are predominantly
Porsches. We rent by the season and provide reasonable
in/out privileges for the summer season. $250 for summer (April-October), $425 for the winter season (OctoberApril) or $600 for the entire year. Please contact me with
any questions or to reserve your spot. Sebastian Gaeta
spg356@sbcglobal.net 734-645-9381 (02/11)
Storage for Rent: Protect your investment. Heated &
secured garage for automobile storage. $500.00 for the
season. A 50% deposit is required to reserve your space.
Call Clem Weierstahl at (810)636-2840. (11/10)

To place your classified ad in
The Bahn Stormer please contact:
Mike O’Rear at:
morear734@gmail.com
(Put “Bahn Stormer Ad” in the subject line)
or call Mike at 734-214-9993
Non-members will be charged
$5.00/quarter.Ads more than six months old
may be removed unless resubmitted.
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A Performance Sports Car
Deserves a Performance
Collision Center.

That’s Why There’s
AutoMark.
AutoMark specializes in body work for virtually every brand of sports car.
Whether your Porsche needs collision work, paint repairs or any other
cosmetic changes, AutoMark is there to accommodate you.
Our technicians are the best in the industry – providing timely
turnaround, guaranteed workmanship and exceptional customer care.
When your Porsche’s appearance isn’t meeting expectations,
bring it to our state-of-the-art facilities for the quality care your car deserves –
and you expect. Don’t forget to stop by and check out our new,
cutting-edge, Celette Frame Machine, which will return
your vehicle to factory specifications.

W. 11 Mile Rd

d Riv

Halsted Rd.

Gran

er Av

e.
Grand River Ave.

W. 10 Mile Rd.

Haggerty Rd.
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275

5

24750 North Industrial,
Farmington Hills, MI 48335
P (248) 473.8100 • F (248) 473.0800
Hours: Mon.-Fri., 7:30 am – 6:00 pm
www.automarkcollision.com

Final Lap

By RSR Vice-President Rick Mammel.

W

riting this in the second week of February, it is likely
that the Daytona Speed Weeks will be history by the
time you read this. Hard to argue that Speed Weeks arn’t
the greatest gathering, at least in duration, of all things
motorsport in the USA. I have a hard time finding interest
in any of the Speed Weeks’ automotive races. The Daytona
200 Motorcycle race still runs some strong equipment
although the bikes are based on production rides verses
the earlier purpose-built Grand Prix rides. We are talking
serious high tech equipment very close to what Joe Average can purchase at his local dealer. They save these races
for the end of Speed Weeks, in my opinion, saving the best
for last.
The Daytona 500 is considered the Super Bowl of all
the races. I don’t know the specifics but I would guess it
easily tops the Indy 500 these days. We are truly a NASCAR
Nation. When was the last time you saw toilet paper that
was “ The Official Paper of NASCAR?” The NASCAR media
machine has approved everything needed for the modern
race fan to live a comfortable life. Many of those very fans
still think the cars they are watching are based on production vehicles, modified off the showroom floor rides that
Joe Average can buy on Monday after watching it win on
Sunday. In reality the only thing that comes from the factory is some cash flow to support the race team. Granted
the sanctioning body of NASCAR has, by the nature of their
rules, created “exciting” racing. For me it is an orchestrated carnival ride, not auto racing. I will give a bit on that
opinion, however, when they put those lumps on a road
course. Man, talk about bumper cars!
The NASCAR marketing machine has not been able
to create the same level of brand hype for their sports
car arm, Daytona Prototypes. Maybe it’s because they
conform to the same cookie cutter construction rules. Just
as their misuse of the word Stock Car, they have now also
bastardized the word Prototype. What is supposed to be
the premier class in one of world’s greatest endurance
races, The 24 Hours of Daytona, is nothing more than a
mid-engine version their big brother, the stock car. Tube
frames and cookie cutter body specifications. Yes, at least
they have a variety of engine manufacturers that are using
very production based engines. But the rules hold them to
500 hp. My street Porsche turbo has more than that. And
when a DP team does figure out a way to get an edge, go
quicker and win a few consecutive races, they are quickly
awarded the lead (as in heavy not first) trophy for their
efforts. All of this is in the name of equal competition.

What’s wrong here? Thankfully we have the American
LeMans Series, formerly branded as IMSA, to keep world
class sports prototypes on American tracks. They don’t
race the Daytona 24 hours though.
I was involved with IMSA GTP cars in the 80’s which
was an exciting time, but for me a decade too late. Anyone
want to challenge that the early 70’s was not the greatest era for Prototype race cars? Yes the 60’s with Ferrari
GTO’s, Shelby Cobras, (Oh!! the Shelby Daytona Coupe),
Bill Thomas’ Cheetah at the start and later Ferrari 275 LM &
Ford GT40 ringing the bell for what was to come. All could
be seen lapping the Daytona 24. Great racing, national
pride and a worldwide following. Then it happened, manufacturers opened a dictionary and showed their engineers
the definition of the word prototype. At a time when
production cars were choking with ad-hoc pollution control
equipment, the world got to see where the engineers were
spending their time. The Porsche 917s, Ferrari 512s and
Matra MS650s could be seen running the 24. The regulations did not limit power, only displacement. They had
wide tires, flat out gorgeous bodywork, and very few parts
from the production car parts bin. They were the definition a Prototype, and they all brought world class endurance racing to the start of Daytona Speed Weeks.
By the time I worked my first 24 these iconic cars were
ready for a life of pampering and vintage races. Race cars
and their technology age instantly, something not lost on
the current Daytona Prototypes. They are held so tight to
such antiquated design rules that they will not be outdated
for decades. Maybe my distain comes from the absolute
awe I had when I entered under the track through the
entrance tunnel for not only my first 24 hour race, but my
first IMSA race as a professional race mechanic. That excitement quickly turned into exhaustion. The race may be
24 hours but you are up for 36 hours straight by the time
you are packed up and back in the hotel. The payback for
all the effort was knowing that we were fielding the fastest
high-powered sports prototypes in the world following
a Can Am like “run what ya brung” rules package. 10001200 hp in qualifying trim, and ground effects that would
actually suck a wet track dry. What have they done to that
legendary race and its premier class? In a quest for close
racing they have regulated and relegated technology out of
the premier race class. Just like the TV detectives usually
do, you have to follow the money. Now DP’s are nothing
more than mobile bill boards. Happily I have not seen the
official toilet paper of IMSA yet.
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